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Abstract. Energetic ion driven resistive InterChange modes (EICs) accompanying
repeated bursts of the magnetic ﬂuctuations were found in hydrogen campaign of Large
Helical Device. The pressure gradient of helically trapped energetic particles, which
are mainly produced by perpendicularly injected beams, drives this mode. Recently,
perpendicular neutral beam injection (PERP-NBI) systems are upgraded for deuterium
plasma campaign. The beam energies of the two PERP-NBIs are increased from 40/40
keV to 60/80 keV, respectively. And the injection powers increase from 6/6 MW to
9/9 MW, as well. As results of these upgrades of NBIs, the β value of helically
trapped energetic ions, βh⊥ , has increased up to ∼ 0.35 % and induced EICs with
larger bursts and smaller repetition frequencies. It is found that the threshold of βh⊥
to excite EICs increases with deuterium PERP-NBIs. The amplitude of each burst and
eﬀect on energetic beam ions become larger when βh⊥ is larger. In addition, a large
electrostatic potential about -25 kV is observed when EICs are excited, which is about
two times larger than the potential observed in hydrogen campaign. The transient
increases of the electron density and temperature in edge regions are clearly observed
when the electrostatic potential is formed.
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1. Introduction
Studies of interactions between energetic particles (EPs) and MHD modes are quite
important to realize the fusion reactor since EP pressure gradient driven modes
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such as ﬁshbone modes cause loss of energetic particles. The ﬁshbone instabilities,
accompanying quasi-periodical bursts, were observed in PDX Tokamak [1] for the ﬁrst
time as well as observed in many other Tokamaks. The ﬁshbone instability is considered
to be the internal kink modes driven by the trapped energetic ions [2, 3]. The ﬁshbones
aﬀect not only the conﬁnement of EPs but also bulk plasma transport. It is reported
that changes of impurity transport [4] and the reduction of the electron temperature
[4, 5] are induced by ﬁshbones. The ﬁshbone instability is concerned with operation
scenarios of ITER [6], and its characteristics are being studied intensively. Recently,
other types of ﬁshbones, the so-called oﬀ-axis ﬁshbones (or energetic particle driven
wall modes (EWMs)) and e-ﬁshbones are also reported. Oﬀ-axis ﬁshbone modes were
found in JET plasmas [7] where central safety factors were fairly larger than unity. Oﬀaxis ﬁshbones are also studied in DIII-D [8] or JT-60U [9] and it is suggested that the
oﬀ-axis ﬁshbone is related to external kink modes [8]. E-ﬁshbone is a kind of ﬁshbonelike instability observed in DIII-D during oﬀ-axis electron cyclotron current drive [10],
observed too in FTU [11] and HL-2A [12]. It is considered that e-ﬁshbones are driven
by energetic electrons instead of energetic ions.
Large Helical Device (LHD) is the largest Heliotron-type device with superconducting helical coils having winding numbers of 2/10 [13]. The typical major radius is 3.6
m and the averaged minor radius is 0.6 m. In LHD, plasmas are intensively heated
by three tangential (TAN-) NBIs and two perpendicular (PERP-) NBIs, as shown in
ﬁgure 1. Figure 1 shows arrangement of three TAN-NBIs (green) and two PERP-NBIs
(purple). MHD instabilities appeared with bursts of magnetic ﬂuctuations when plasmas are heated by PERP-NBIs in hydrogen experiment campaign of LHD. This mode
is called the Energetic particle driven resistive InterChange mode (EIC), because EICs
are destabilized by the resonance between the resistive interchange mode having an m/n
= 1/1 mode structure and the precession motion of helically trapped ions produced by
the PERP-NB injection [14, 15, 16]. The requirement of the resonance between helically
trapped EPs and resistive interchange modes to drive EICs is similar to that of ﬁshbones
in Tokamaks.
The velocity of the EPs is extremely fast and it is impossible to interact with
slow-frequency pressure driven MHD modes. However, the precession frequency of
the helically trapped EPs produced by PERP-NBIs is slow enough to interact with
the pressure driven modes. In the LHD, EPs having the large perpendicular (to the
magnetic ﬁeld) component of the velocity are trapped in the weak magnetic ﬁeld region
generated by a pair of helical coils and make precession motion along the weak magnetic
ﬁeld region. These helically trapped EPs are considered to cause EICs.
The eﬀect of EICs is also studied in detail in reference [15]. It is reported that EICs
induce loss of energetic beam ions and the formation of a large negative electrostatic
potential about -12 kV.
Recently, PERP-NBIs which provide helically trapped particles are upgraded for
deuterium plasma campaign of the LHD. The beam energies of the two PERP-NBIs
are increased from 40/40 keV to 60/80 keV. And the injection powers are increased
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from 6/6 MW to 9/9 MW. These upgrades of NBIs lead to a signiﬁcant increase of the
helically trapped EPs β, βh⊥ .
In this article, characteristics of EICs with deuterium PERP-NBIs are reported.
In particular, the stability of the EIC and the eﬀect on energetic beam ions and bulk
plasmas with deuterium PERP-NBIs are presented. The experimental condition is the
following. The vacuum magnetic axis is 3.6 m, the magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld at axis
is 2.75 T or 2.85 T, and the aspect ratio is 5.8. The main plasma parameters in this
study are summarized in table 1.
In section 2, characteristics of excitations of EICs are studied in comparison with
the case of hydrogen PERP-NBIs. The dependence of initial frequencies on the injection
energies of PERP-NBIs is discussed there. It is then shown that βh⊥ is a good indicator
for the excitation of EICs and the threshold value is clearly higher in the deuterium
case. The enhanced eﬀects on EPs and bulk plasmas by EICs are discussed in section
3. In section 4, the stabilities of EICs with deuterium PERP-NBIs are discussed. Then
the summary is given in section 5.
It is noted that the same data set is used for ﬁgures 6, 7, 9, and 11 where PERPNBIs use deuterium gas and TAN-NBIs use hydrogen gas. And, ECR injection is not
used because ECR heating is considered to stabilize EICs [16]. RMPs are not applied
to the plasma because RMPs are considered to aﬀect the stability of interchange modes
in LHD [18].
2. Excitation of EICs with enhanced deuterium beams
2.1. Increase of the energetic particle pressure with deuterium beams
In order to discuss the excitation condition of EICs, the pressure of EPs should be
evaluated. The pressure of helically trapped EPs normalized by the magnetic ﬁeld
pressure, βh⊥ , can be estimated by
βh⊥ = βdia. − βbulk .

(1)

Here, βdia. is the total β value estimated with the diamagnetic loop [19] and βbulk is the
contributions from the bulk plasmas obtained by Thomson scattering measurement [20].
2
). W pdia. is the plasma stored energy estimated
βdia. is estimated by 34 µ0 W pdia. /(V pBave
with the diamagnetic loop using the JDIA code [21]. V p is the plasma volume in the
vacuum conﬁguration. Bave is the averaged toroidal ﬁeld in the vacuum conﬁguration.
Te = Ti and ne = ni are assumed to calculate βbulk .
Note that the diamagnetic loop measures βdia. determined by the perpendicular
pressure p⊥ [22]. Though the mechanism about contributions to p⊥ by helically trapped
EPs from PERP-NBIs and passing EPs from TAN-NBIs should be investigated to
use βh⊥ as the pressure of helically trapped EPs, it is not easy to discuss the detail.
However, p⊥ seems to be mainly contributed by helically trapped EPs from following two
observations. First, a previous simulation study [23] using a Mote Carlo code in LHD
revealed that the contribution to p⊥ by tangential beams is 10 % of that to the tangential
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pressure p|| . This suggests that passing EPs provided by TAN-NBIs contribute to p|| .
Second, when PERP-NBIs are injected, βdia. increases signiﬁcantly while βbulk does not
increase like βdia. as seen with ﬁgure 2 (a) in the next paragraph. Because PERPNBIs provides helically trapped EPs, the increased βdia. should be due to the increased
pressure of helically trapped EPs. From these observations, p⊥ should be contributed
by mainly helically trapped EPs. Therefore, the pressure of helically trapped EPs may
be estimated by equation 1.
Figure 2 (a) shows the time evolution of β value for hydrogen PERP-NBI (blue)
and deuterium PERP-NBI (red) cases. The black solid line and the black dashed line
indicate the pulse pattern of PERP-NBI(#4) and PERP-NBI(#5), respectively. The
timing when PERP-NBs are injected is the same in both cases. EICs are typically
observed in the so-called “High-Ti” type discharges, where carbon pellets are used to
achieve higher ion temperature [24]. The sudden increase of the βbulk around 4.57 s is
caused by a carbon pellet injection. The ablation of the carbon pellet can cause the
increase of the total pressure with the increase of the electron density and the decrease
of the electron temperature. The injection of PERP-NBI(#4) starts at 4.6 s, and then
the βdia. starts to increase. Though βbulk does not change, βdia. increases clearly in the
deuterium case. Therefore, the increase of βdia. is mainly caused by the increase of βh⊥ .
The increase of βh⊥ is about ∼ 0.35 % so the pressure of helically trapped EPs to drive
EICs seems to increase in the deuterium case.
An example of proﬁles of Ti , Te , and ne is shown in ﬁgure 3. As seen in ﬁgure 3 (a),
the assumption that Te = Ti can be violated with High-Ti discharges. However, if the
total energy is calculated by integrating the energy density on a plasma of LHD using
Ti , Te , and ne proﬁles in ﬁgure 3 as a reference case assuming ne = ni , the contribution
of ions and electrons to the total energy is about 60 % and about 40 %, respectively.
Typical error in the estimation of the βh⊥ is about 15 % with these contributions.
Therefore, Te = Ti seems not to be unreasonable. ne = ni should be also violated after
the carbon pellet injection. However, the measurement of Zeﬀ is not easy in LHD and
the assumption, ne = ni , is used here.
Figure 4 shows the magnetic ﬂuctuations when EICs are excited with hydrogen
PERP-NBIs (blue) and deuterium PERP-NBIs (red). In the deuterium case, βh⊥ is
higher compared to the hydrogen case and there are magnetic ﬂuctuations 2∼5 times
higher observed if EICs are excited showing a longer interval between events as shown
in ﬁgure 4. The mode number of the EICs in the deuterium and hydrogen experiment
is m/n = 1/1 [15]. These observations suggest that the characteristics of EICs are
basically not changed. However, the amplitude of the mode is drastically enhanced
with upgraded PERP-NBIs whose injection power is higher.
In deuterium experiments, larger amplitudes with smaller repetition frequencies
lead to larger EP losses as indicated by green dashed circles in ﬁgure 2 (a). The large
EP loss reduces the EP pressure gradient at the mode rational surface, i.e., the ι =
1 rational surface. Therefore, it is thought that longer time is required to reach the
threshold of βh⊥ to excite EICs. On the other hand, since the loss of EPs by each EIC is
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smaller in the hydrogen case as shown in ﬁgure 2, the repetition frequency of EICs may
become smaller, though amplitudes of magnetic ﬂuctuations by EICs are comparable or
smaller in the hydrogen case.
2.2. Dependence of initial frequencies on injection energies
Figure 5 (a) shows an example of magnetic ﬂuctuations when an EIC is excited. The
frequency chirping down from 12 kHz to 3.6 kHz is observed in this case. Because the
injection energies are diﬀerent between hydrogen PERP-NBIs and deuterium PERPNBIs, the initial frequencies with diﬀerent injection energies can be compared. Figure 5
(b) shows the observed initial frequency with diﬀerent injection energies of the hydrogen
PERP-NBIs and the deuterium PERP-NBIs. The initial frequencies with injection
energies around 40 keV are 7 ∼ 8.3 kHz, and the initial frequencies with injection
energies around 60 keV and 66 keV are 8.5 ∼ 12 kHz. The poloidal precession frequencies
of the helically trapped EPs at several major radii are estimated by calculating EP orbits
at 45 keV ions and at 66 keV deuterons as shown in ﬁgure 5 (c). In this calculation,
the magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld at the axis is 3 T and the initial pitch angle of EPs
is -0.031. The pitch angle is deﬁned as cosθ. Here, θ is the angle between the magnetic
ﬁeld line and the direction of the EP motion. The pitch angle -0.031 is corresponding
to θ = 0.51π radian and almost perpendicular to the magnetic ﬁeld. EPs provided
by PERP-NBIs have such large perpendicular component as mentioned in section 1.
The ι proﬁle of the vacuum conﬁguration calculated by VMEC code [25] is shown in
ﬁgure 5 (d). The ι= 1 rational surface is located around R = 4.3 m at the horizontally
elongated section. The corresponding poloidal precession frequencies are 7.5 kHz and
12.4 kHz for the ion and the deuteron, respectively. The error bar in the horizontal axis
indicates the diﬀerence of orbit deviation diﬀerence from magnetic surfaces in the major
radius and the error bar in the vertical axis indicates the diﬀerence in the pitch angles
diﬀerence which are assumed in the orbit trace calculations. The range of the error bar
in the vertical axis comes from pitches between 0.31 and -0.31. It is found that the
poloidal precession frequencies are almost the same as the initial frequencies in ﬁgure 5
(b). Taking into account that EICs are excited with PERP-NBIs, the agreement on the
frequencies clearly support that EICs are excited by helically trapped EPs around the
ι = 1 rational surface in the peripheral region.
2.3. Increased threshold of EP pressure to excite EICs
In the hydrogen campaign, it was found that EICs are excited only in relatively lower
−3
electron density regions, n̄e < 1.5 × 1019 m [15]. Therefore, it is reasonable to discuss
about the stability as a function of the electron density. Figure 6 shows the relationship
of the line averaged electron density, measured by the FIR interferometer [26], and
βh⊥ when EICs are excited. Results with hydrogen PERP-NBIs (blue triangles) and
deuterium PERP-NBIs (red dots) are compared. βh⊥ is found to increase as the
electron density increases. In addition, there is a clear diﬀerence between the βh⊥
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value in deuterium and hydrogen cases at the same electron density. For example, βh⊥
is about 0.7 % in the deuterium case and about 0.4 % in the hydrogen case around
−3
n̄e ∼ 1.7 × 1019 m in ﬁgure 6. Besides, EICs are not excited when βh⊥ is smaller
−3
than the threshold βh⊥ about n̄e ∼ 1.7 × 1019 m . These observations indicate that
the threshold of the EP pressure to drive EICs becomes higher with deuterium PERPNBIs. In ﬁgure 6, the length of vertical bars with some red dots indicate the decrease
of βh⊥ assuming the experimentally obtained Ti and Te proﬁles such as proﬁles in ﬁgure
3. Even if the vertical bars are considered, the diﬀerence of βh⊥ between hydrogen
and deuterium cases can be seen. Note that EICs are not observed with larger electron
−3
density, n̄e > 1.9×1019 m , as indicated by grey circles for deuterium and grey triangles
for hydrogen in ﬁgure 6. This observation indicates that there is the threshold of the
electron density as well as the threshold of βh⊥ .
Excitation of EICs may be dependent on the pressure gradient of bulk plasma and
EP pressure. One possible explanation of the diﬀerent thresholds is the pressure gradient
of the bulk plasma. The electron pressure gradient, which drives resistive interchange
modes, is thereby investigated. Evaluation of the magnetic Reynold’s number around
the ι = 1 surface is also performed because it has been shown that the saturation level
of the mode amplitude of resistive interchange modes is proportional to S −1/3 in LHD
[27]. Here, S is the magnetic Reynold’s number.
Figure 7 shows (a) the electron pressure gradient and (b) the magnetic Reynold’s
number with the same data set shown in ﬁgure 6. It is observed that the electron pressure
gradient and the magnetic Reynold’s number are almost the same between hydrogen
and deuterium cases. Therefore, it is certain that the stability of the bulk resistive
interchange mode is not changed and the stability of EICs is mainly determined by the
EP pressure.
2.4. Larger radial mode structure of EICs
In the hydrogen campaign, the radial mode structure of EICs measured by ECE
measurement [28] is localized around ι = 1 rational surfaces. The eigenfunction of the
mode is a type of the tearing parity type (opposite phase across the rational surface)
[14, 15]. The normalized mode width w/a is about 0.065 and the radial displacement
ξr is about 0.5 cm [15]. Here, w is the mode width and a is the averaged plasma
minor radius. ξr is deﬁned as T˜e /∇Te,eq assuming that plasmas are incompressible, i.e.
∇ · ξ = 0. T˜e is the ﬂuctuation component of the electron temperature induced by EICs
and ∇Te,eq is the electron temperature gradient.
The radial mode structure of EICs is measured in the case of the deuterium
campaign. Figure 8 shows time evolution of (a) the magnetic ﬂuctuations and (b)
the radial proﬁle of the Te ﬂuctuation component measured by ECE when an EIC is
excited. Here, Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) [29] is used to obtain the ﬂuctuation
component of ECE signals. SSA is a technique based on Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) and is eﬀective for separating the ﬂuctuation component from signals if the trend
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component is also changing. When the EIC is excited, the mode structure is extended
from the plasma edge to the middle of the plasma around 4.7445 s in ﬁgure 8. The reason
of the extension to the middle of the plasma has not been clariﬁed. After the extended
structure to the middle of the plasma disappears, the oscillations having tearing parity
localized around the ι = 1 surface are observed in deuterium experiment, as well. In the
deuterium case, w/a is about 0.15 evaluated from ﬁgure 8 (b). And ξr is about 1.5 cm.
These w/a and ξr are larger than those in the hydrogen case [15]. It is consistent with
the observation that the maximum amplitude of magnetic ﬂuctuations with the EIC is
larger than the amplitude in hydrogen experiment.
3. Enhanced eﬀect of EICs on EPs and bulk plasmas
In this section, the eﬀect of EICs on EPs and bulk plasmas are discussed. In section 2.3,
it is shown that the threshold of βh⊥ to excite EICs increases with deuterium PERPNBIs. Furthermore, it is found that the maximum amplitudes of magnetic ﬂuctuations
normalized by the toroidal magnetic ﬁeld Bt , δbθ /Bt , observed with EICs increase as
βh⊥ increases as shown in ﬁgure 9. Here, the deﬁnition of δbθ /Bt is shown schematically
in ﬁgure 10 (b). It is observed that the eﬀect of EICs on EPs increase with larger δbθ /Bt
as discussed below.
3.1. Eﬀect of EICs on EPs
The total neutron emission rate, Sn , is a good indicator of the density of helically trapped
EPs if PERP-NBIs only use deuterium gas and TAN-NBIs only use hydrogen gas,
because the total emission rate is dominated by the beam–plasma interactions. The total
neutron emission rate is obtained by the newly installed Neutron Flux Monitor (NFM)
[30, 31]. It should be noted that the time response of NFM is about 2 ms. Therefore,
detailed process of the reduction of the neutron emission rate cannot be studied by this
signal. Figure 10 shows the time evolution of (a) the total neutron emission rate and
(b) magnetic ﬂuctuations with EICs if PERP-NBIs only use deuterium gas. As shown
in ﬁgure 10, the neutron emission rate drops rapidly by EICs and recovers slowly. The
drop rate of the neutron emission rate, −dSn /Sn , is higher as δbθ /Bt increases, see ﬁgure
11 (a). Observed drop rate is up to about 55 %. This tendency is consistent with larger
losses or EP re-distributions during events with larger δbθ /Bt . Figure 11 (b) shows the
maximum of −dW pdia. /dt just after EICs. Here, dW pdia. /dt is the time derivative of the
plasma stored energy measured by the diamagnetic loop [19]. dW pdia. /dt seems to be
caused by EPs losses because the change of the stored energy of the bulk plasma before
and after an EIC is small (measured by Thomson scattering measurement [20]). Plasma
stored energy decreases as δbθ /Bt increases suggesting an enhancement of EPs losses.
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3.2. Eﬀect of EICs on bulk plasmas
The electrostatic potential proﬁle can be obtained from HIBP measurement [32] in LHD.
The HIBP measurements discussed in this section are conducted in a relatively lower
density region, n̄e < 1 × 1019 m−3 , where HIBP measurements have good signal to
noise ratio. The obtained time evolution of the electrostatic potential is shown in ﬁgure
12 (b). Here, the signal from HIBP measurement is averaged in order to reduce high
frequency noise. The time window for the averaging is about 0.1 ms.
Figure 12 (c) shows the electrostatic potentials in diﬀerent radial positions obtained
with HIBP measurement. Formations of large negative potential about -25 kV is
observed in the core region, which is about two times larger than that observed in
the hydrogen case [15]. The solid and dashed red lines are calculated by integrating
Er = −a exp{−[ ρ−0.85
]2 }kV m−1 along the radius, which is as same as the function used
0.15
in the reference [15], so that the two proﬁles can be compared. a is a factor which
determines the depth of the potential. The dashed red line indicates the extrapolation
assuming the potential increases monotonically.The change of the potential around
ρ ∼ 0.75 suggests that EPs are expelled by EICs from around the ι = 1 rational surface
and the large electric ﬁeld shear is formed in the edge region.
It is noted that the amplitude of δbθ /Bt ∼ 1.5 × 10−4 observed in these experiments
with HIBP measurement is relatively smaller than in the typical deuterium experiment
because the HIBP measurement is possible only in the low electron density experiments.
The electric potential formed may be deeper if the electron density and the δbθ /Bt are
larger.
When the electrostatic potential is formed, there is a transient increase of the
electron density and temperature in the edge region. Figure 13 shows the time evolution
of (a) magnetic ﬂuctuations, (b) the electrostatic potential, (c) the electron density in
the edge region, and (d) the electron temperature in the edge region. The increase of the
electron density and the electron temperature are clearly observed while the electrostatic
potential is formed. It is possible that the particle transport is aﬀected by the generation
of the electric ﬁeld shear [33].
As seen in ﬁgure 12 (a), oscillations caused by EICs seem to disappear when the
potential recovers. From this observation, a possible mechanism how the frequency of
the EIC is determined is discussed. It is found that the frequency of EICs is higher
when the electrostatic potential is deeper. In LHD, the observed frequency of resistive
interchange modes is found to be sum of the electron diamagnetic drift frequency and
the E × B drift frequency [34]. It is reasonable that the rotation frequency is related
with the amplitude of the potential, which may increase as the strength of Er formed
by EICs increases.
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4. Discussion
As discussed in section 2.3, the threshold of the EP pressure required to excite EICs
is larger with deuterium PERP-NBIs. The threshold of the EP pressure also depends
−3
on the electron density and EICs are stable if n̄e > 1.9 × 1019 m . Here, reasons for
the increased threshold of the EP pressure and the threshold of the electron density are
discussed separately.
The increased threshold of the EP pressure is not due to the change of the stability
of resistive interchange modes for hydrogen and deuterium cases because the electron
pressure gradient and the magnetic Reynold’s number are similar as shown in ﬁgure
7. One of the candidates to explain this stabilization of EICs is that orbits of the
perpendicularly injected deuterium beams deviate more largely from the magnetic
surfaces. This larger deviation is caused by the larger energy of deuterium beams.
If the orbit deviation is larger, the interaction with the MHD mode localized at the
rational surface thereby becomes smaller. In other words, the large deuterium EP
pressure compared to the hydrogen case is necessary to excite EICs. This is one possible
explanation why EICs with deuterium beams require larger EP pressure.
The reasons for dependence of the threshold of βh⊥ on the electron density and
−3
stabilization of EICs where n̄e > 1.9 × 1019 m have not been clariﬁed. One possible
reason is the change of d(βh⊥ )loc. /dρ around the ι = 1 rational surface, which is the
driving term of the EIC. Here, d(βh⊥ )loc. /dρ is the local value of βh⊥ . As the electron
density increases, the relaxation time of helically trapped EPs around the ι = 1 rational
surface decreases. Therefore, d(βh⊥ )loc. /dρ around the ι = 1 rational surface perhaps
decreases with large electron densities.Other possible reason is modiﬁcations of the
EP pressure by Alfven eigen modes (AEs). Toroidal Alfven eigen modes (TAEs) are
commonly observed in magnetic conﬁned devices. In this study, TAEs seem not to
be excited because the frequencies of TAEs [35, 36] in LHD are usually much higher
than that of EICs (<= 15 kHz). Besides, the magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld at the
magnetic axis is less than 2 T where TAEs are observed in LHD while the magnitude
is 2.75 T or 2.85 T in this study. However, the large EP beta or the large βbulk can be
realized with the large electron density and can cause beta-induced Alfven eigen modes
(BAEs) or beta-induced Alfven-acoustic eigen modes (BAAEs), which frequencies can
be lower than those of TAEs. The possibility of excitations of BAEs or BAAEs should
be examined in the future.
Here, we have brieﬂy evaluated the danger of EICs in future reactor devices. The
stability of EICs is roughly estimated using parameters expected in the Heliotron-based
fusion reactor FFHR-d1 [37], which is a design for helical fusion DEMO reactors. FFHRd1 has the robust similarity with LHD. The case of “IS-SA-PD” in table 1 of reference
[37] is used, which has a quite similar magnetic conﬁguration studied in this article. The
β value of α particles is around 0.1 % where the magnetic Reynold’s number is about
109 . These values are large enough to excite EICs according to observations in section
2.3. Therefore, it is possible that EICs can be excited and will aﬀect the conﬁnement
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of EPs in the future Heliotron-based reactor devices. Further studies regarding eﬀect
of EICs on conﬁnement of alpha particles and alpha heating will be examined in the
future. Comparison about loss of EPs in FFHR-d1 between loss by EICs and loss by
relaxation process is also required.
5. Summary
In this article, the excitation of EICs with intense deuterium PERP-NBIs and the eﬀect
of EPs/bulk plasma parameters on EICs stability are reported. The beam energies
and injection powers of PERP-NBIs in LHD are increased for the deuterium plasma
campaign. Diﬀerent initial frequencies of EICs are observed for diﬀerent injection
energies of PERP-NBIs. These initial frequencies are similar to the calculated poloidal
precession frequencies of helically trapped particles. This observation conﬁrms the
scenario in which EICs are driven by helically trapped EP pressure. The threshold
of EP pressure to excite EICs appear to increase with deuterium PERP-NBIs although
the stability of resistive interchange modes is not changed. A candidate to explain the
stabilization of EICs is the larger orbit deviation of helically trapped ions as discussed
in section 4. It is observed that the eﬀect on energetic beam ions is more signiﬁcant if
βh⊥ is larger. In addition, a large electrostatic potential about -25 kV is formed when
EICs are excited, which is about two times larger than the potential observed in the
hydrogen campaign. The transient increase of the electron density and temperature in
edge regions is clearly observed when the electrostatic potential is formed.
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Major radius
Averaged minor radius
Magnitude of magnetic ﬁeld at axis
Ti0
Te0
ne0

3.6 m
0.6 m
2.75 T or 2.85 T
∼10 keV [17]
∼3.5 keV
19 −3
0.5×10 m ∼ 2.0×1019 m−3

Table 1. Main plasma parameters in this study.
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NBI #5(PERP)
Eb=40keV(H)/80keV(D)
Pb=6MW(H)/9MW(D)

NBI #2(TAN)
Eb=180-190keV(H,D)
Pb=5-6MW(H)/3.5MW(D)

NBI #1(TAN)
Eb=180-190keV(H,D)
Pb=5-6MW(H)/3.5MW(D)

5m

NBI #3(TAN)
Eb=180-190keV(H,D)
Pb=5-6MW(H)/3.5MW(D)

NBI #4(PERP)
Eb=40keV(H)/60keV(D)
Pb=6MW(H)/9MW(D)

Figure 1. Conﬁguration of LHD and NBIs. Three TAN-NBIs (green) and two PERPNBIs (purple) are shown. The injection energies and powers of 5 NBIs are shown
regarding hydrogen (H) and deuterium (D) cases.
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Drop by EICs

βdia.
∆βh⊥
βbulk

Figure 2. Figure (a) shows comparison of β values between plasmas heated by
hydrogen PERP-NBIs (blue) and deuterium PERP-NBIs (red) is shown. The solid
lines indicate βdia. and the points indicate βbulk . The black solid line and the
black dashed line indicate the pulse pattern of PERP-NBI(#4) and PERP-NBI(#5),
respectively. The green dashed circles indicate drops of βdia. by EICs. Figure (b)
shows comparison of magnetic ﬂuctuations. Bursty magnetic ﬂuctuations of EICs are
observed in both cases. Here, the electron densities in the hydrogen case and the
deuterium case are almost the same.
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Density[1019 m−3 ]

Temperature[keV]
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6
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136605 t~4.83s
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Ti

(a)

ne

(b)

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0 −1.0−0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
ρ

Figure 3. Proﬁles of (a) the electron temperature and the ion temperature, and (b)
the electron density in a high-Ti discharge.
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Large amplitude and
small repe!!on frequency

Small amplitude and
large repe!!on frequency

Figure 4. Magnetic ﬂuctuations when EICs are excited with hydrogen PERP-NBIs
(blue) and deuterium (red) PERP-NBIs are shown. The larger and less frequent
magnetic ﬂuctuations are observed in the deuterium case. Here, the electron densities
in the hydrogen case and the deuterium case are almost the same. The scales of y-axis
in this ﬁgure and ﬁgure 2 (b) are the same.

(a)
12.4[kHz]

7.5[kHz]

Figure 5. (a) Magnetic ﬂuctuations induced by an EIC. The frequency chirping down
is observed. (b) Observed initial frequency of magnetic ﬂuctuations induced by EICs
in diﬀerent injection energies. (c) The poloidal precession frequencies estimated by
calculating orbits of EPs regarding ions with 40 keV and deuterons with 66 keV. (d)
The ι proﬁle of the vacuum conﬁguration calculated by VMEC code [25].
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No EIC (D)
No EIC (H)

Figure 6. Relationship between βh⊥ and the line averaged electron density when
EICs are excited with hydrogen (blue triangles) and deuterium (red dots) plasmas.
The grey circles and grey triangles in the higher density region indicate data when
EICs are not excited with deuterium and hydrogen PERP-NBIs, respectively. If
−3
n̄e > 0.97 × 1019 m , the deuterium injection powers are around 17 MW without
−3
the case of βh⊥ < 0.55% about n̄e ∼ 1.7 × 1019 m and hydrogen injection powers
−3
are around 8 MW. If n̄e < 0.97 × 1019 m , the deuterium injection powers are around
8.5 MW. The length of vertical bars with some red dots indicate the decrease of βh⊥
assuming the experimentally obtained Ti and Te proﬁles such as proﬁles in ﬁgure 3.
Note that contributions of TAN-NBIs to βh⊥ seems to be small compared to that of
PERP-NBIs according to a previous simulation study [23].
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Figure 7. Comparison of (a) the electron pressure gradient and (b) the magnetic
Reynold’s number when EICs are excited with hydrogen (blue) and deuterium (red)
plasmas.

(a)

m/n=1/1

~
Te[a.u.]

ι∼1

(b)

Figure 8. Time evolution of (a) magnetic ﬂuctuations and (b) the proﬁle of
ﬂuctuations of the electron temperature measured by ECE measurement [28]. ρ is
the normalized minor radius.
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Figure 9. Relationship of βh⊥ and magnetic ﬂuctuations when EICs are excited with
hydrogen (blue) and deuterium (red) plasmas.

(a)

Drop

Drop -dSn
(~55%)
Recover

(b)

δbθ/Bt

Figure 10. Time evolution of (a) the total neutron emission rate and (b) magnetic
ﬂuctuations. When EICs occur, the drop of the total neutron emission rate is observed.
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Figure 11. (a) Relationship of the drop rate of the total neutron emission rate with
EICs and δbθ /Bt . (b) Relationship of the maximum of −dW pdia. /dt just after EICs and
δbθ /Bt . Here, dW pdia. /dt is the time derivative of the plasma stored energy measured
by the diamagnetic loop [19].
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Figure 12. Figure (a) and (b) show time evolution of magnetic ﬂuctuations and the
electrostatic potential, respectively. Figure (c) shows the electrostatic potentials in
diﬀerent radial positions obtained with HIBP measurement [32]. ρ is the normalized
minor radius. The solid and dashed red lines are calculated by integrating Er =
2
−1
−a exp{−[ ρ−0.85
along the radius, which is as same as the function used in
0.15 ] }kV m
the reference [15]. a is a factor which determines the depth of the potential. The dashed
red line indicates the extrapolation assuming the potential increases monotonically.
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(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Figure 13. Time evolution of (a) magnetic ﬂuctuations, (b) the electrostatic potential,
(c) the line integrated electron density and (d) the electron temperature. The increase
of the electron density and the electron temperature in the edge region are clearly
observed when the electrostatic potential is formed.

